MACI®-II Scales

The MACI contains 60 scales in five clinically relevant categories.

Validity Scales
Scale V - Invalidity
Scale W - Inconsistency
Scale X - Response Negativity

Personality Patterns
1 - Introversive
2 - Inhibited
3 - Submissive
4 - Dramatizing
5 - Egotistic
6A - Unruly
6B - Forceful
7 - Conforming
8A - Discontented
8B - Aggrieved
9 - Borderline Tendency

Expressed Concerns
A - Identity Diffusion
B - Self-Devaluation
C - Peer Insecurity
D - Family Discord

Clinical Syndromes
AA - Binge-Eating Patterns
BB - Substance-Abuse Proneness
CC - Delinquent Predisposition
DD - Anxious Feelings
EE - Depressive Affect
FF - Suicidal Tendency
GG - Disruptive Mood Dysregulation
HH - Post-Traumatic Stress
II - Reality Distortions

Grossman Facet Scales

Scale 1.1 Expressively Impassive
Scale 1.2 Temperamentally Apathetic
Scale 1.3 Interpersonally Unengaged
Scale 2.1 Expressively Fretful
Scale 2.2 Interpersonally Aversive
Scale 2.3 Alienated Self-Image
Scale 3.1 Interpersonally Docile
Scale 3.2 Temperamentally Pacific
Scale 3.3 Expressively Incompetent
Scale 4.1 Interpersonally Attention-Seeking
Scale 4.2 Gregarious Self-Image
Scale 4.3 Temperamentally Fickle
Scale 5.1 Admirable Self-Image
Scale 5.2 Cognitively Expansive
Scale 5.3 Interpersonally Exploitive
Scale 6A.1 Expressively Impulsive
Scale 6A.2 Acting-Out Mechanism
Scale 6A.3 Interpersonally Irresponsible
Scale 6B.1 Interpersonally Abrasive
Scale 6B.2 Expressively Precipitate
Scale 6B.3 Temperamentally Hostile
Scale 7.1 Expressively Disciplined
Scale 7.2 Interpersonally Respectful
Scale 7.3 Conscientious Self-Image
Scale 8A.1 Dispirited Self-Image
Scale 8A.2 Expressively Resentful
Scale 8A.3 Interpersonally Contrary
Scale 8B.1 Cognitively Diffident
Scale 8B.2 Undeserving Self-Image
Scale 8B.3 Temperamentally Dysphoric
Scale 9.1 Temperamentally Labile
Scale 9.2 Interpersonally Paradoxical
Scale 9.3 Uncertain Self-Image